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The optical transitions o f supersonically cooled OsN have been investigated in the range from
19 200 to 23 900 cm ” 1 using resonant two-photon ionization spectroscopy. M ore than 20 vibronic 
bands were observed, 17 o f which were rotationally resolved and analyzed. The ground state is con­
firmed to be 2 A 5/2, deriving from the lor2 2 a 2 1714 153 3cr2 electronic configuration. The X  2A.s/2 
ground state rotational constant for ,92O s,4N was found to be Bq =  0.491921(34) c m " 1, giving ro 
=  1 .62042(6) A  ( lor error lim its). The observed bands were grouped into three band systems with f2' 
=  7/2 and four with f2' =  3/2, corresponding to the three 2<J>7/2 and four 2 113/2 states expected from 
the lor2 2cr2 l7r4 153 3or1 2 n { and lor2 2cr2 l7r4 152 3cr2 2 n { electronic configurations. In addition, 
two interacting upper states with f2' =  5/2 were observed, one o f which is thought to correspond to 
a lor2 2c 2 l7r3 153 3or2 I n 1, 2 A 5/2 state. Spectroscopic constants are reported for all o f the observed 
states, and com parisons to related m olecules are made. The ionization energy o f OsN is estim ated as 
lE(OsN) =  8.80 ±  0.06 eV. © 2011 Am erican Institute o f  Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3633694]
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal m olecules are o f great interest and 
importance as catalysts in organic and organometal- 
lic chem istry.1 Transition metal species are also of 
astrophysical2-3 importance and have been identified in the 
atmospheres o f M  and S type stars and L type dwarfs,4-7 
where their spectra play a key role in the stellar classifica­
tion scheme. Transition metal nitrides, in particular, are of 
importance in the fixation o f nitrogen8 and in the produc­
tion o f m etallic thin films for optical applications9-10 and for 
wear and corrosion resistance.11-13 The interest in transition 
metal nitrides has prom pted a num ber o f spectroscopic in­
vestigations, with the result that spectra have now been ob­
tained for all o f the diatom ic transition metal nitrides, MN, 
in the gas phase, w ith the exceptions of the 3d  species MnN, 
CoN, NiN, CuN, and ZnN; the Ad species TcN, PdN, AgN, 
and CdN; and the 5d  species AuN and H gN .14 Infrared spec­
tra o f a large num ber o f diatom ic transition metal nitrides are 
also known from matrix isolation studies, including RuN and 
O sN .b  It is interesting that the number o f spectroscopically 
known species increases as one moves from the 3d  series to 
the Ad series and on to the 5d  series. This fact reflects the 
increasing ability o f the transition metals to form strong n -  
bonds as one moves down the periodic table, due to the in­
creasing size and accessibility o f the ndji orbitals as n in­
creases from 3 to 5.
Although gas-phase spectra o f OsN are know n,16 the 
available spectra have only located the spin-forbidden a 4 n.s/2 
-  X 2A 5/2, b 407/2  -  X 2A 5/2, and b 4 $ 5/2 -  X 2A 5/2 systems 
in the 8000-12 200 c m " 1 region. In order to develop a more 
com prehensive understanding o f the electronic structure of 
the OsN molecule, we have undertaken spectroscopic studies
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in the visible portion o f the spectrum. In this article we report 
four excited states o f 2 113/2 symmetry and three states o f 2 ^ >7/2 
symmetry, all o f which are thought to result from the prom o­
tion o f a nonbonding 15 or 3or electron into the antibonding 
2n  orbital.
In addition to OsN, two other osmium containing d i­
atomic molecules are known: OsO, which is known from op­
tical emission studies,17 and OsC, which has been studied in 
this group by resonant two-photon ionization m ethods.18 Re­
cent work on the other 5d  series transition metal nitrides in­
cludes H fN ,19 TaN,20 W N,21 ReN,22-23 lrN ,24- 26 and PtN.27-28 
These molecules are all o f high interest as proving grounds for 
theoretical methods, due to the importance o f properly treat­
ing relativistic and electron correlation effects. The large m ag­
nitude o f the spin-orbit interaction in these species also makes 
accurate calculation of their properties a significant challenge 
for the ab initio  quantum chemist.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
In the present work, resonant two-photon ionization 
(R2PI) spectroscopy with tim e o f flight mass spectromet- 
ric detection was used to examine the optical spectroscopy 
o f jet-cooled diatom ic OsN using a previously described 
instrum ent.29 Briefly, the m olecule was produced by focus­
ing a pulsed Nd: YAG laser (355 nm, 15 mJ/pulse) onto 
a vanadium-osmium alloy disk (45:55 mole percent V:Os), 
which was rotated and translated to prevent deep holes from 
being drilled into the sample. The laser-ablated metal atoms 
were entrained in a flow o f helium carrier gas (120 psi) seeded 
with 5% ammonia. After traveling down a 1 cm long reaction 
zone, the gases expanded through a 2 mm orifice into a low 
pressure (2 x  10~4 Torr) vacuum chamber. The resulting su­
personic expansion was roughly collim ated by a 1 cm diam e­
ter skim m er and entered the ion source o f a refiectron tim e of
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flight m ass spectrom eter.30-31 In the ion source the m olecular 
beam was exposed to tunable dye laser radiation that counter­
propagated along the m olecular beam path. A fter a delay of
20 ns, the output o f an ArF (193 nm) excim er laser intersected 
the m olecular beam at right angles. The ions produced by this 
process were accelerated in a W iley-M cLaren ion source and 
reflected onto a m icrochannel plate detector. The resulting ion 
signal was preamplified, digitized at 100 M Hz, and stored u s­
ing a personal com puter for further processing. The entire ex­
perim ental cycle was repeated at the rate of 10 Hz.
Survey spectra (at 0.15 cm ” 1 resolution) o f the four most 
abundant isotopomers, ,92O s,4N (40.78% natural abundance), 
190O s 14N (26.26% ), I890 s 14N (16.12% ), and l880 s 14N 
(13.24% ), were recorded from 19200 to 23 900 cm ” 1, 
and in isolated segments as far to the red as 12 900 cm ” 1. 
Rotationally resolved spectra (at 0.04 cm ” 1 resolution) were 
obtained for the strongest vibrational transitions by inserting 
an air spaced etalon into the grating cavity of the dye laser and 
pressure scanning using sulfur hexafluoride (SFg). Calibration 
of the rotationally resolved spectrum was achieved by sim ul­
taneously m easuring the absorption spectrum of I j or isotopi- 
cally pure ,30Te2. The Ij or Tej lines were identified by com ­
parison to the corresponding atlas ,32' 33 which perm itted the 
absolute calibration of the OsN spectra. In the final step, the 
m olecular spectra were corrected for the Doppler shift expe­
rienced by the m olecules as they traveled toward the radiation 
source at the beam velocity of the helium (1.77 x  105 cm/s) 
(Ref. 34) and for the -0 .0056  cm ” 1 error in the I j atlas .35 The 
total correction am ounted to only 0 .11-0 .14 cm ” 1 for all of 
the exam ined bands.
The excited state lifetim e of the principal isotopic m odifi­
cation, l92O sl4N, was m easured by setting the dye laser radia­
tion to the resonant frequency and varying the tim e at which it 
is fired. The ion signal was then recorded as a function of the 
excitation-ionization delay and fitted to an exponential decay 
curve using the Levenberg-M arquardt nonlinear least-squares 
algorithm .36 For each band that was m easured, three indepen­
dent lifetim e curves were collected and fitted, the fitted life­
times were averaged, and the standard deviation of the three 
values is reported as the ler error limit.
III. RESULTS
A. Vibronic spectrum of OsN
Low resolution (0.15 cm ” 1) survey scans were recorded 
for diatom ic OsN in the 19 200-23 900 cm ” 1 region and at 
isolated wavenumber regions farther to the red using LDS 
751, LDS 698, rhodam ine 590, coum arin 540A, 500, 480, 
4 6 0 ,4 5 0 ,4 4 0 , and stilbene 420 laser dyes. The spectrum con­
sists o f m ore than 2 0  bands, and becom es som ewhat more 
congested to the blue, where overlapping bands are observed. 
Seventeen of the bands that were observed were investigated 
at higher resolution and w ere successfully calibrated and ana­
lyzed. Figure 1 displays the vibronic spectrum of l92O sl4N, 
the m ost abundant isotope (40.85%). Seven band systems 
have been identified in Fig. 1, labeled systems B-H. The le t­
ter A  is reserved for the as yet unobserved ler2 2er2 1 t t 4 1<54 
3cr1, 2E + term, which is predicted to lie ~ 7 5 0 0  cm ” 1 above 
the ground level. All o f these systems have been determ ined
FIG. 1. Vibronic spectrum of OsN, with assigned band systems indicated.
to originate from the 2A 5/2 ground state, which arises from 
the ler2 2er2 1 t t 4 1<53 3er2 electronic configuration. All bands 
have a band head in the R branch, with the Q and P branches 
strongly red degraded, consistent with an increase in bond 
length upon electronic excitation.
The num bering of the vibrational bands was established 
by varying the assignm ent o f v ', fitting the m easured bands to 
obtain values of To, <ye', and coe'x e', and then com puting the 
transition wavenumber as a function of a continuous param e­
ter, v ', using the following equation:
To +  v'co'e -  (v 2 +  v ')co 'x '. (3.1)
The corresponding isotope shift was calculated as a function 
of v ', as
v( ,880 s  14N) -  v( ,920 s  14N)
=  ( p -  1) K ( v '  +  1 / 2 ) -  < ( 1/ 2 )] -  (p 2 -  1)
X +  1/ 2)2 -  ft>"x"(1/ 2)2]. (3.2)
Here, the ,92O s,4N isotope was used as the reference species, 
and the fitted values of T0, coe', toe'x e', were com bined with the 
previously reported16 values of coe" and coe"xe" to generate the 
isotope shift vs. transition wavenumber plot. The parameter, 
p , is given by [/u-( ,92O s,4N )/^( ,88O s,4N ) ] ,/2.37 Plots of there- 
suiting isotope shift vs. transition wavenumber generally pro­
vided a definitive vibrational num bering for the band systems, 
as illustrated in Fig. 2 for the C-X system. The sole exception 
is the weak B[16.0]3/2 X 2 A 5/2 system, for which only one 
band was rotationally resolved, and for which the vibrational 
num bering could be in error. No bands arising from any vibra­
tional levels other than the v" =  0 level o f the X 2 A 5/2 ground 
state were observed.
Subsections III B -III H  provide results for each of the ob­
served band systems. In addition to the com mon designation 
of an upper state by a letter, we also adopt a designation in 
which the energy of the v' =  0  level is expressed in thousands
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FIG. 2. Isotope shifts and vibrational numbering of the C-X system. From 
this analysis, it is evident that the 19680 cm 1 band is the 2-0 band of the 
system.
of cm ” 1 in square brackets, along with the £2' value. Thus, the 
Cf 17.817/2 state is the state with £2' =  7/2 whose T 0 value lies 
near 17 800 cm ” 1. The letter designation is retained for easy 
reference. The rotational structure of all o f the resolved bands 
could be tit to the expression
V =  v0 +  B'J'CJ' +  1) -  B 'T(J" +  1) (3.3)
to obtain values for y0> B', and B". Upper and lower state 
£2 values were determ ined by the first lines present in the 
spectrum.
Details not provided in this article are available through 
the Electronic Physics Auxiliary Publication Service (EPAPS) 
(Ref. 38) of the A m erican Institute o f Physics and also from  
the author (M .D.M .). This docum ent provides rotationally 
resolved spectra for all bands that were investigated, along 
with line positions, rotational fits, and isotope shift plots that 
support the vibrational numbering provided for each band 
system.
Despite scans over the region where the 0-0 and 1-0 
bands of the C. [17.8]7/2 X 2As/2 system  were calculated 
to occur, these features were not observed in the spectrum. 
Indeed, no vibronic features were observed to the red of the 
C. [17.817/2 X 2 A 5/2 2-0 band at 19 680 c m -1. We believe 
that these features are unobserved because the com bination of 
the dye laser photon and the ArF excim er photon falls below 
the ionization lim it o f the molecule. The absence of the C.-X
1-0 band, predicted to occur at 18 728 cm ” 1 and the presence 
of the C.-X 2-0 band at 19 680 cm ” 1 then places the ioniza­
tion energy of OsN in the range of 8.80 ±  0.06 eV. This is 
consistent with the high ionization energy of atomic osmium, 
IE(Os) =  8.438 eV.39"
B. The C[17.8]2«&7/2 X2A5/2 system
The 2-0, 3-0, and 4-0 vibrational bands were observed, 
rotationally resolved, and analyzed for this band system. M ea­
sured band origins, rotational constants, and fitted vibrational
FIG. 3. Rotationally resolved spectrum of the 2-0 band of the C “<t>7/2 
X 2 A5/2 system.
(To, coj, c o jx j)  and rotational (Be', a j ,  re') param eters for 
the various isotopom ers o f OsN are listed in Table I. The ro­
tationally resolved spectrum  of the 2-0 band of 192O s14N is 
displayed in Fig. 3. A ll of the bands of this system are charac­
terized by an intense R branch and weaker Q and P branches. 
The first lines of R(2.5), Q(3.5), and P(4.5) establish the Q- 
values as Q" =  5/2, Q' =  7/2.
W ith only three rotationally resolved bands, the three vi­
brational parameters, To, co/, and toe'x e', are uniquely defined 
and no error estimate is possible. Ordinarily, one would ex­
pect significant errors in the extrapolation from  the v ' =  2 
level to determine T0, but in this case the excellent agreement 
betw een the various isotopomers for the values of T0, twe', and 
coe'x e' gives us confidence that these values are accurate. Like­
wise, the values of re', obtained from  the fit o f B 2', B?', and 
B4 ' to extract Be' and a e' are in very good agreem ent from  iso­
tope to isotope. A  weighted average of the calculated values of 
re' for the various isotopomers provides re' = 1.68146(15) A, 
which is our best estimate of the actual bond length of the C. 
state. This value is uncorrected for any S- or L-uncoupling 
interactions with other states ,40 but these are not expected to 
be significant due to the large spin-orbit splitting expected for 
this molecule.
The m easured excited state lifetime for the v ' =  2 and 
v' =  3 levels, 0.738 ±  0.031 /is  and 0.808 ±  0.012 fj,s, 
respectively, is typical for excited states o f transition metal 
molecules. If  the only decay process is fluorescence to the 
ground electronic state, the relationship41




provides an estimate of the absorption oscillator strength of 
the C-X system  as 0 .004-0.005. These values suggest that 
the transition is an electronically allowed m etal-centered ex­
citation. If  so, the assignm ent o f the ground electronic state as
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Band Constant !92o s 14N !90o s 14N 189Os14N 188Os14N T (/-IS)
2-0 i’o (cm ‘ ) 19 680.0008(22) 19 680.6951(27) 19 681.0735(22) 19681.4181(29) 0.738(31)
B'2 (cm ') 0.448884(27) 0.449076(33) 0.449355(29) 0.449523(35)
r '2(A) 1.696324(51) 1.696569(62) 1.696350(55) 1.696345(66)
3-0 i’o (cm ‘ ) 20 618.6759(21) 20 619.6994(28) 20 620.2285(68) 20 620.7522(29) 0.808(12)
B 'j (cm ') 0.445763(34) 0.445907(30) 0.446417(50) 0.446307(27)
r'j(A ) 1.702252(65) 1.702587(57) 1.701923(95) 1.702446(51)
4-0 i’o (cm- 1 ) 21 544.3000(79) 21 545.6608(105) 21 546.3529(73) 21 546.9949(143)
B'4 (cm ') 0.442566(94) 0.441960(80) 0.442392(53) 0.442900(115)
r 4 (A) 1.708389(181) 1.710173(155) 1.709648(102) 1.708982(222)
To (cm 1) 17763.50 17763.56 17763.67 17763.48
&>' (cm- 1 ) 977.83 978.13 978.25 978.61
ai'x 'c (cm 1) 6.53 6.52 6.52 6.55
B'c (cm 1) 0.45679(9) 0.45810(91) 0.45824(127) 0.45783(22)
a '  (cm 1) 0.00316(5) 0.00356(48) 0.00348(67) 0.00331(12)
>i (A) 1.68157(16) 1.6798(17) 1.6798(23) 1.6809(4)
X ‘ A 5/2 B"o (cm ‘ ) 0.491921(34) 0.492121(36) 0.492469(42) 0.492660(36)
r" 0 (A) 1.620422(56) 1.620673(59) 1.620395(69) 1.620379(59)
2 A 5/2 requires that the C[ 17.8]7/2 state be dominated by 2<t>7/2 
character.
C. The D[18.0]2n 3/2 X2A5/2 system
Close to the bands o f the C-X system, one finds another 
strong absorption system, the D[18.0]3/2 <- X 2A j/2 system. 
For this system, the 2-0, 3-0, 4-0, and 5-0 bands were rota­
tionally resolved, calibrated, and analyzed. A lthough similar 
in intensity to the bands of the C-X system, the rotationally re­
solved bands o f this system are som ewhat different in appear­
ance, as illustrated in Fig. 4. All o f the bands of this system 
are characterized by a weak R branch, a stronger Q branch, 
and a P branch that is quite intense. This is visible even in the 
low-resolution spectra, where a distinct tailing to the red is
2-0 band o f D[18.0]3/2 - X A5/2 system
Wavenumber (cm’1)
FIG. 4. Rotationally resolved spectrum of the 2-0 band of the D 2 f l j/ ;  
X '"A5/2 system.
visible due to the high intensity in the P lines. The first lines 
R(2.5), Q(2.5), and P(2.5) identify the £2 values as Q" =  5/2, 
Q' =  3/2.
As was the case w ith the C system, the first band ob­
served is the 2-0 band. A lthough one would ordinarily think 
that the observation and accurate fitting o f 4 bands in this sys­
tem  (the 2-0, 3-0, 4-0, and 5-0) would allow an accurate de­
term ination of To, (oe\  and in this case there is signif­
icant uncertainty in these parameters and significant variation 
in these values from  isotope to isotope (see Table II). The dif­
ficulties in this system stem  from  the fact that the 3-0 band 
is perturbed, with the perturber state evident in the spectra of 
the ,89OsN and ,88OsN isotopes. Accordingly, this level is ex­
cluded from  the fit o f the band origins to obtain To, (oe\  and 
£t>e'xe', and from  the fit o f the B v' values to obtain Be', a e\  
and iy' for these isotopes. Even though perturbations in the 
v' =  3 level are not apparent in the other isotopes, the fits to 
obtain To, (oe\  tty'-V^ Be', o y , and iy' rem ain suspect for this 
state. Com bining the results for all isotopes, however, a best 
estimate o f iy' for this state is 1.687 ±  0.003 A.
Excited state lifetimes were m easured for ,92OsN to be 
1.17(11), 1.26(4), and 0.863(17) /is  for the v' =  2, 3, and 5 
levels o f the D[18.0]3/2 state. O f these, the value for the un­
perturbed v' =  2  level is m ost likely to be representative o f the 
electronic nature o f this state. Assuming that fluorescence oc­
curs solely to the ground X 2A 5/2, v" =  0 level, the 1.17 n-s 
lifetim e converts to an absorption oscillator strength of 
f  ^  0.003, suggesting an electronically allowed metal-based 
excitation. This suggests that the D[18.0]3/2 state is primarily 
o f 2 f h /2 character.
D. The F[21.2]20 7/2 4-  X2A5/2 system
M oving further to the blue, a 0-0 band is found near
21 151 cm ” 1. The corresponding 1-0 and 2-0 bands are found 
near 22062  and 22 944 cm ” 1, respectively. This system  is 
identified as the F[21.2]7/2 X 2 A 5/2 system  on the basis of
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Band Constant !92o s 14N 190O s14N 1S9O s14N lssO s14N T (/-(S)
2-0 do (cm” 1) 19 775.9842(22) 19 776.5575(20) 19 776.8575(23) 19 777.1537(18) 1.17(11)
B '2 (cm ” 1) 0.443198(28) 0.443391(34) 0.443691(29) 0.443864(36)
r'i(A ) 1.707171(54) 1.707411(65) 1.707144(56) 1.707125(69)
3-0 d0 (cm” 1) 20657.6998(22) 20658.9758(26) 20 658.9902(56) 20659.6125(63) 1.26(4)
B 'j (cm - 1 ) 0.437158(69) 0.437205(62) 0.437150(122) 0.438055(104)
i73 (A) 1.718924(136) 1.719447(122) 1.719868(240) 1.718407(204)
3-0a d0 (cm” 1) 20 659.6166(37) 20660.2533(36)
B 'j (cm - 1 ) 0.437498(117) 0.437678(65)
i73 (A) 1.719184(230) 1.719146(128)
4-0 d0 ( c m -1) 21 558.0923(33) 21 559.2877(38) 21 559.8942(37) 21 560.5073(29)
B'4 (cm - 1 ) 0.432417(32) 0.432614(42) 0.432811(37) 0.433072(40)
i74 (A) 1.728321(64) 1.728547(84) 1.728467(74) 1.728264(80)
5-0 d0 ( c m -1) 22 446.6492(22) 22 449.0627(40) 22 450.6445(59) 22 447.3434(35) 0.863(17)
B's (cm - 1 ) 0.429767(40) 0.430360(105) 0.431275(203) 0.430365(101)
r's (A) 1.733642(81) 1.733068(211) 1.731543(408) 1.733691(203)
T0 (cm” 1) 18 009.08(39.16) 18 009.96(36.49) 17 991.77 17 980.89
» '  (cm- 1 ) 877.56(27.46) 877.07(25.59) 893.31 902.97
u ;'x 'L. (cm- 1 ) -1.71(3.41) -1.84(3.18) 0.256 1.61
B 'l. (cm- 1 ) 0.45365(248) 0.45337(288) 0.45394(464) 0.45505(320)
or' (cm- 1 ) 0.00450(120) 0.00437(140) 0.00432(220) 0.00463(151)
r ',  (A) 1.6874(46) 1.6885(54) 1.6878(86) 1.6860(59)
X ‘ A 5/2 B"o (cm- 1 ) 0.491921(34) 0.492121(36) 0.492469(42) 0.492660(36)
r"o (A) 1.620422(56) 1.620673(59) 1.620395(69) 1.620379(59)
' A second feature was observed in the spectra o f the !yiiO s!4N and !yyO s!4N isotopes: this was fitted and is included in this table.
rotationally resolved spectra of all three bands. The rotation­
ally resolved spectra are quite sim ilar to the 2 -0  band of the 
C.-X system that is displayed in Fig. 3. As in the C.-X system, 
this system exhibits a strong R branch beginning with R(2.5), 
a som ewhat weaker Q branch beginning with Q(3.5), and a 
m uch weaker P branch beginning with P(4.5). These values 
establish the system as a  =  7/2 £2" =  5/2 system.
The fitted spectroscopic constants listed in Table III show 
excellent agreem ent between isotopes, and display the ex­
pected trends as the reduced m ass varies. The only odd as­
pect of this system is the extremely high anharmonicity, which 
probably signals some sort of global perturbation. This is re ­
flected in  a failure of the Pekeris relationship ,42 which is valid 
for a M orse potential, and provides
Ug — » J  /
C0e coe
Although this relationship predicts values of a e that are in 
good agreem ent w ith the measured values for the C[17.8]7/2 
state, it is in error by 26%  for the F[21.2]7/2 state, indicating 
that the system is either perturbed by interaction with another 
state or that its potential energy curve departs significantly 
from the form of the M orse potential. Nevertheless, extrapo­
lation of the m easured Bv' values provides values of Be' that 
are in good agreem ent between isotopes and provide an iso- 
topically averaged value of re' o f 1.6920(2) A for this state.
Decay lifetimes have been m easured for the v' =  0 and 
v' =  1 levels, giving values of 1.13(4) and 1.41(3) fxs, respec­
tively. Assuming fluorescence solely to the ground X 2As/2 
state, these provide estim ates o f the absorption oscillator 
strength of this system of / «  0.0025. This suggests that the
system is electronically allowed, and that the F[21.2]7/2 state 
is dom inated by 2 <t*7/2 character.
E. The G[22.3]z$ 7/2 X2A5/2 system
Considerably further to the blue lies the intense 
G[22.3]7/2 X 2 A 5/2 band system. The 0-0 and 1-0 bands, 
which lie near 22 309 and 23 248 cm ” 1, respectively, have 
been rotationally resolved, calibrated, and analyzed. The 
overall appearance of these bands is very sim ilar to that o f the
2-0 band of the C.-X system, displayed in  Fig. 3. Like the C.-X 
and F-X  systems, this system displays an intense R branch 
beginning with R(2.5), a weaker Q branch beginning with 
Q(3.5), and a m uch weaker P branch beginning with P(4.5). 
These first lines establish the values Q" =  5/2, £2' =  7/2. F it­
ted spectroscopic constants are provided in Table IV.
W ith only two bands observed, it is im possible to extract 
values of coe' and coe'%e': only A G '1/2 can be reported. How­
ever, it is possible to obtain Be', a e\  and re' from the data. The 
signal for the 1-0  band was too weak to observe the m inor 
isotopes 189OsN and 188OsN, however. A weighted average of 
the re' values for the 192OsN and 190OsN isotopes, provides 
our best estimate of re' for this state, re' =  1.6967 A. The 
vibrational interval, A G '1/ 2- is 938.16 cm ” 1 for the 192OsN 
isotopic modification.
The lifetim e of the v' =  0 level is measured to be 
0.760(24) n s. Assuming a decay pathway consisting solely 
o f fluorescence to the ground state, this converts to an ab­
sorption oscillator strength of /  ^  0.004. Based on the inten­
sity o f the band system, it seems likely that this is again an
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Band Constant 192O s 14N !90o s 14N 1S9O s 14N l s s O s 14N T (/-IS)
0-0 u0 (cm - 1 ) 21 151.0458(25) 21 151.0278(23) 21 151.0312(25) 21 151.0169(22) 1.13(4)
B'o (cm ’ ) 0.448756(20) 0.448933(23) 0.449214(33) 0.449442(30)
r'o (A) 1.696566(38) 1.696839(43) 1.696617(62) 1.696498(57)
1-0 u0 (cm - 1 ) 22 061.5216(32) 22 061.8169(27) 22 061.9801(37) 22 062.1253(31) 1.41(3)
B'i (cm ’ ) 0.444218(30) 0.444431(36) 0.444724(34) 0.444942(40)
r'l (A) 1.705210(58) 1.705412(69) 1.705160(65) 1.705056(77)
2-0 do (cm - 1 ) 22 943.9328(30) 22 944.5385(30) 22 944.8485(33) 22 945.1526(27)
B '2 ( c m '1) 0.439334(32) 0.439474(51) 0.439792(41) 0.439972(26)
r,2(A) 1.714662(62) 1.715003(100) 1.714694(80) 1.714659(51)
To (cm - 1 ) 21 151.04 21 151.03 21 151.03 21 151.02
a>' (cm - 1 ) 938.54 938.86 939.03 939.19
cu'x't. (cm- 1 ) 14.03 14.03 14.04 14.04
B 't. ( c m 1) 0.45117(21) 0.45137(28) 0.45164(27) 0.45189(29)
a ' (cm - 1 ) 0.00471(16) 0.00473(21) 0.00471(20) 0.00474(21)
r',(A ) 1.6920(4) 1.6922(5) 1.6920(5) 1.6919(5)
X 2A5/2 B"o (c m "1) 0.491921(34) 0.492121(36) 0.492469(42) 0.492660(36)
r"o (A) 1.620422(56) 1.620673(59) 1.620395(69) 1.620379(59)
electronically allowed absorption system, in which the 
G [22.3] 7/2 state is dominated by 2<t>7/2 electronic character.
F. The E[18.1]2n 3/2 X2A5/2 system
A weaker band system than those previously described is 
the E[ 18.1 ]3/2 *— X 2A 5/2 system. For this system, only the
3-0 band was rotationally resolved and analyzed. The band is 
sim ilar in structure to the D-X 2-0 band shown in Fig. 4. The 
R branch is relatively weak, the Q branch more intense, and 
the P branch more intense still, consistent with a A fi =  -1 
transition. The first lines o f R(2.5), Q(2.5), and P(2.5) confirm 
this fact, dem onstrating that this is a £1' =  3/2 £2" =  5/2 
transition.
With only a single band o f the system rotationally re ­
solved, accurate determ inations o f To, ay ', tiy 'xe', Be', a j ,  and 
ry' are im possible. The values o f ry' determined for the four 
most abundant isotopes from  this band are in good agreement, 
however, providing a weighted average value o f 1.7068 A. 
Low resolution m easurem ents of the band heads o f the 2-0
and 4-0 bands, along with the results o f the rotationally re ­
solved study of the 3-0 band, are reported in Table V. Using 
the m easured band heads to estimate the locations o f the cor­
responding band origins, we have been able to estimate the 
values of T0, tiy ', and toe'xe' for the ,92OsN and ,90OsN iso- 
topomers. The results for the two isotopes are in good agree­
ment considering the indirect procedure that was employed. 
Finally, if  we assume that the Pekeris relationship, Eq. (3.5), 
is obeyed, the estimated values o f ay ' and toe'xe' may be com ­
bined with the m easured value of B3' to provide estimates of 
B / ,  a / ,  and ry' for the ,92OsN and ,90O sN  isotopomers. The 
resulting values for ,920 sN  and ,90OsN, 1.6828 and 1.6840 A, 
are in  good agreement for such an indirect method, and pro­
vide our best estimate of the equilibrium bond length o f the 
E[18.1]3/2 state.
The lifetimes o f the v' =  2 and v' =  3 levels o f the 
E state were m easured to be 0.551(58) and 0.703(52) /j s , 
respectively, values that are com parable to that found for 
the much more intense G state. The fact that the E state 
shows up rather weakly in the spectrum  but undergoes rapid
T A B U ; IV. Spectroscopic constants for the G[22.3| “O7/2 -  X ‘ A5/2 system of OsN.
Band Constant 192O s 14N !90o s 14N 1S9O s 14N 1ssO s 14N t (/.is)
0-0 u0 (c m -1) 22 309.4871(25) 22 309.5070(24) 22 309.5127(51) 22 309.5316(28) 0.760(24)
B'o (cm - 1 ) 0.447050(43) 0.447192(48) 0.447557(59) 0.447724(48)
'o(A ) 1.699800(82) 1.700139(91) 1.699754(112) 1.699750(91)
1-0 u0 (cm ” 1) 23 247.6424(24) 23 247.9937(32)
B'i (cm - 1 ) 0.443843(12) 0.444044(18)
r'l (A) 1.705930(23) 1.706155(35)
To (cm” 1) 22 309.49 22 309.51
A G '1/2 (cm- 1 ) 938.16 938.14
B 't. (cm -1 ) 0.44865 0.44905
a '  ( c m -1) 0.00321 0.00372
r ',  (A) 1.6968 1.6966
X 2A5/2 B"o (c m -1) 0.491921(34) 0.492121(36) 0.492469(42) 0.492660(36)
'o'(A) 1.620422(56) 1.620673(59) 1.620395(69) 1.620379(59)
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Band Constant 1920 s 14N 190O s14N 1S90 s14N lssO s14N T (/-IS)
2-0 Band 20061.0 20060.9 0.551(58)
Head
3-0 v0 (cm- 1 ) 21006.1985(18) 21 007.1362(29) 21 007.6218(33) 21 008.0887 0.703(52)
B'3 (cm - 1 ) 0.443446(19) 0.443602(26) 0.443944(36) 0.444168(41)
r '3(A) 1.706693(37) 1.707005(50) 1.706657(69) 1.706541(79)
3-0b v0 (cm- 1 ) 21007.1361(27) 21 007.6339(34)
B'3 (cm - 1 ) 0.443905(37) 0.444045(41)
r '3(A) 1.706732(71) 1.706777(79)
4-0 Band 21950.3 21950.2 21950.9 21951.3
Head
To (cm - 1 ) 18 103.5 18 107.8
« v ' (cm- 1 ) 995.1 992.3
(cm- 1 ) 6.9 6.5
uv  (cm- 1 ) 0.003625 0.003488
Bt.' (cm- 1 ) 0.45613 0.45581
r , '  (A) 1.6828 1.6840
X 2 A 5/2 Bp (cm- 1 ) 0.491921(34) 0.492121(36) 0.492469(42) 0.492660(36)
r"o(A) 1.620422(56) 1.620673(59) 1.620395(69) 1.620379(59)
' The vibrational fit to determine To. to /.  and c j / x /  is based on estimated band origin positions o f the 2-0 and 4-0 bands, along with the fitted value o f the band origin o f the 3-0 band. 
The Pekeris relationship. IA [. (3.5) was then assumed to be valid and used in conjunction with the values o f te\/. cj/ x. 1, and H  x to estimate ( / / .  H  ’. and r.x'. The 2-0 band was not 
identifiable in the spectra o f the minor isotopes. ,w O s,4N and ,ssO s,4N.
1 A second feature was observed in spectra o f the “''Ox14 N and “ “Ox l4N isotopes: this was fitted and is included in this table.
fluorescence suggests that the primary decay pathway is flu­
orescence to a state other than the ground state. Low-lying 
electronic states to which the E  state might fluoresce include 
the 1<t2 2<t 2 17T4 1<54 3cx^, A 2£ + state, calculated to lie 
near 4500 cm -1 (7500 cm -1 including the spin-orbit stabi­
lization o f the X 2 A 5/2 ground state), but not yet experim en­
tally known, and the 1<t2 2 < t2 1 t t4 1<53 So-1 I n ' ' , a 4n  and 
b 4<t> states, lying near 8400 and 11 000 c m - 1, respectively . 16 
On this basis, a dispersed fluorescence study o f the emission 
from the E[ 18.1 ]3/2 state might be useful for locating these 
low-lying excited states.
G. The B[16.0]2n 3/2 X2A5/2 system
Similar in intensity to the E[18.1]3/2 X 2As/2 system 
is the w eakB [16.0]3/2  <— X 2A 5/2 system. The only m em ber 
o f this system to be rotationally resolved is the 20694  cm - 1 
band, which is sim ilar in structure to the D-X 2-0 band that 
is displayed in Fig. 4. The upper level o f this transition lies 
only 36 cm - 1 above the Df 18.013/2 v ' =  3 level; it is possible 
that some m ixing of these two levels allows this band to bor­
row intensity from the D-X system. Alternatively, it may be 
that the greater intensity o f this band is simply due to better 
Franck-Condon factors than the higher-lying bands o f the B- 
X system. The first lines o f R(2.5), Q(2.5), and P(2.5) identify 
the band as a =  3/2 <— =  5/2 transition, a fact that is 
confirmed by the relative intensities o f the branches.
In addition to the 20694  cm - 1 band, the low resolu­
tion scans also show features o f this system near 21 630 and
22 558 c m - 1, respectively. The vibrational assignment o f this 
system is uncertain due to lim ited and inconsistent isotope 
shift data. Although the data is best explained by assigning 
the 20694  cm - 1 band as the 5-0 band, it is possible that this 
numbering is in error, particularly if the band positions are
shifted in an isotopically dependent m anner by interactions 
with the D[18.0]2n 3/2 state. It is also troubling that the 4-0 
band, which is predicted by the fit to lie between the C-X 2-0 
and D-X 2-0 bands, is either extremely weak or com pletely 
absent. Nevertheless, assum ing that the 20 694 cm - 1 band is 
the 5-0 band, using the band heads o f the 6-0 and 7-0 bands, 
and m aking a correction for the likely band origin positions, 
we are able to estim ate the values o f To, coe', and coe'x e' for 
the m ore abundant ,92OsN and ,90OsN species, as provided 
in Table VI. These values, in com bination with the m easured 
values o f B5', were also used to estim ate a e', Be', and re' using 
the Pekeris relationship (Eq. (3.5)). Although imperfect, this 
m ethod allows an estim ate o f re\  which when averaged over 
the ,92OsN and ,90OsN isotopes gives re' m 1.706 A.
The m easured lifetim e of the v' =  5 level, 1.26(12) /is , 
is com pletely in line with that found for the other band sys­
tems. Unlike the E-X system, however, the w eak intensity of 
this band system m ight be explained by the fact that only the 
v' =  5-7 levels are observed. These levels have poor Franck- 
Condon factors due to the large change in vibrational num ­
ber upon excitation. It is likely that the 0-0, 1-0, 2-0, and 3-0 
bands are m ore intense, but fall too low in energy to be ob­
served unless a more energetic ionization photon is employed.
These considerations do not explain why the 4-0 band 
is unobserved, however. The 4-0 band is predicted, based on 
the fit, to fall slightly to the red o f the D-X 2-0 band, near 
19 758 cm - 1. One would expect it to be m ore intense than the 
5-0 band, on the basis o f Franck-Condon factors. I f  the B-X 
system is allowed, but also borrows intensity from the D-X 
system, however, then it is possible that the borrowed transi­
tion m om ent is o f opposite sign to the intrinsic transition m o­
ment, and that a cancellation of the two mom ents causes the
4-0 band to vanish. Although such an explanation is purely 
hypothetical at this point, the high relative intensity of the 5-0
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Band Constant 1920 s 14N 190O s 14N 1S90 s 14N 1s s O s 14N T (/-(S)
5-0 i’o (cm 1) 20 694.0886(21) 20695.5895(26) 20696.3616(25) 20697.1415(27) 1.26(12)
B's (cm ') 0.436830(18) 0.437024(24) 0.437363(50) 0.437585(28)
r' s(A) 1.719569(35) 1.719803(47) 1.719449(98) 1.719329(55)
6-0 Band 21 629.8 21 632.0 21 633.2 21 634.6
Head
7-0 Band 22 558.1 22 560.9
Head
To (cm 1) 15 978.7 15 974.5
&V (cm - 1 ) 954.0 955.6
ftV'Xe' (cm 1) 1.8 1.9
u j  (cm ') 0.001256 0.001324
Be' (cm ‘ ) 0.44374 0.44430
r e ' ( A ) 1.7061 1.7057
X 2 As,2 B"o (cm ') 0.491921(34) 0.492121(36) 0.492469(42) 0.492660(36)
r"o(A) 1.620422(56) 1.620673(59) 1.620395(69) 1.620379(59)
a The vibrational fit to determine To, coe', and coc'xc' is based on estimated band origin positions of the 6-0 and 7-0 bands, along with the fitted value of the band origin of the 5-0 band. 
The Pekeris relationship, Eq. (3.5) was then assumed to be valid and used in conjunction with the values of coe', coe'xe', and B5' to estimate ae', Be', and re'. Although this procedure 
is imprecise, and is compromised by errors in the determination of the vibrational parameters, particularly coc'xc', it nevertheless provides an estimate of re'. The 7-0 band was not 
identifiable in the spectra of the minor isotopes, l 89Os14N and l 88Os14N.
band is consistent with this explanation. The vibrational lev­
els assigned as v ' =  4 and v' =  5 lie below and above the 
v' =  2 and v' =  3 levels o f the D[ 18.0]2113/2 state, respec­
tively. G iven that the first order perturbation theory correction 
to the wavefunction mixes in D [1 8 .0 ]2n 3/2 character accord­
ing to the expression
Bvr -  WO) WO) v Dvd’
BVr “  fcDVD
the denom inator will change sign in going from  the B, 
v' =  4 ~  D, v' =  2 perturbation to the B, v ' =  5 ~  D, v' =  3 
perturbation. If  the numerator retains the same sign, then the 
contribution for the first order correction to the wavefunction 
is positive for one case and negative for the other. Thus, the 
intrinsic and borrowed transition mom ents will tend to can­
cel for one level (the 4-0 band) and add constructively for the 
other (the 5-0 band). This could explain our inability to ob­
serve the B-X 4-0 band while sim ultaneously observing an 
anom alously high intensity for the B-X 5-0 band.
For the present, we identify the B state as the 
B[16.0]2n 3/2 state, with the recognition that although the £2
value of this state is definite, the A-S term symbol o f the lead­
ing contribution to this state could be different from  2FI.
H. Additional bands
Three additional bands w ere rotationally resolved and are 
listed in Table VII. These consist o f two £2' =  5/2 •«- £2" 
=  5/2 bands located near 22 911.5 and 22934.0 cm ” 1 and an 
intense £2' =  3/2 *— £2" =  5/2 band near 23 636.5 cm -1 . The 
latter band displays a small isotope shift, 0.0942 cm ” 1 for 
v (1880 s N ) -v (1920 sN ), and is presumably the 0-0 band of a 
system that continues beyond the range investigated here. A c­
cordingly, it is designated as the 0 -0  band of the H [23.6]2n3/2 
X 2A j /2 system. The H [23.6]2n3/2 state is notable for hav­
ing a significantly shorter bond length than any of the other 
excited states reported in this study. Only the ground state and 
the previously reported ler2 2 er2 l 7r 4 1<53 3 (7 * 2 n l , 4 n 5/2, and 
4<t>5/2. 7/2 states have bond lengths that are shorter than that of 
the H[23.6]2n 3/2 state.
The two bands near 22 911.5 and 22 934.5 cm ” 1 are the 
only bands examined in this study that have upper states with
T A B U ; VII. Spectroscopic constants for additional bands o f OsN.
Band Constant 192 O s14 N 190 O s14 N 1S90 s14N 1ssO s14N
H123.6] 2 n 3/2 - X 2A 5/2 i’o (cm 1) 23 636.5418(27) 23 636.5833(28) 23 636.6162(32) 23 636.6360(33)
0-0 band B'o (cm ‘ ) 0.465101(31) 0.465328(50) 0.465629(29) 0.465777(25)
r'o(A) 1.666488(56) 1.666679(90) 1.666443(52) 1.666484(45)
f i ' =  5/2 ^ X 2 A5,2 v’o (cm 1) 22 934.0221(36) 22934.1918(44) 22 934.4026(41)
22 934 band B' (cm- 1 ) 0.440888(28) 0.441115(32) 0.441394(42)
r  (A) 1.711637(54) 1.711810(62) 1.711895(81)
f i ' =  5/2 ^ X 2 A5,2 v’o (cm 1) 22 911.4990(43) 22 911.6572(37) 22 911.6825(92) 22 911.8299(42)
22 911 band B' (cm- 1 ) 0.440896(32) 0.441353(32) 0.442478(118) 0.442087(60)
r  (A) 1.711622(62) 1.711348(62) 1.709482(228) 1.710552(116)
X 2 As,2 B" 0 (cm ‘ ) 0.491921(34) 0.492121(36) 0.492469(42) 0.492660(36)
r"o(A) 1.620422(56) 1.620673(59) 1.620395(69) 1.620379(59)
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Q ' =  5/2. M oreover, they are separated by only 22.5 cm -1 
and have rem arkably sim ilar values of B ': 0.44090 and 
0.44089 cm -1 , respectively, for the 192OsN isotopic form. The 
m easured isotope shifts, v(188O sN )- i>(192O sN), are also quite 
similar, 0.3309 and 0.3805 cm -1 , for the two bands, respec­
tively. The value of the m easured isotope shift falls midway 
between that expected for a 0-0 band, which is typically - 0 . 10 
to -0 .0 3  cm -1 , and that expected for a 1 -0 band, which is typ­
ically 0 .5-0 .7  cm -1 .
The sim ilarity o f the upper states of these two bands sug­
gests that they arise from a pair of £2' =  5/2 levels that are 
coupled by a hom ogeneous perturbation with a J-independent 
coupling matrix elem ent, H i2, that is much larger than the 
separation between the interacting states. In such a case, ex­
amination of the two-state perturbation model shows that the 
effective band origins (i>o) and effective rotational constants 
(B) of the two states are related to the term energies ( T j  and 
Tq ) and rotational constants (B+ and B~) of the upper (+ )  
and lower (—) of the states prior to interaction according to
v0 =  1/2(T+ + T - )  ±  H 12 ±  (T+ -  T - ) 2/ 8H 12 +  • • •
(3.7)
and
B =  1 /2(B+ +  B") ±  ( T j  -  To )(B+ -  B " ) /4 H p  +  • • •.
(3.8)
In the lim it that |H i21 3 > |T j  — Tq |, these results predict that 
the two m easured states will have the same effective value 
of B, which will be the average of the B values of the two 
states prior to interaction. In the same limit, the two band ori­
gins will be separated by 2H i2, suggesting that in our case 
H i2 ss 11 cm -1 . Further, since the two m easured band ori­
gins are displaced by ± H i2 from the average of T + and T~, 
they will display an isotope shift that is the average of the two 
states prior to interaction. This suggests that our two interact­
ing states are v ' =  0  and v ' =  1 levels, leading to isotope shifts 
that are midway between that expected for levels with v' =  0  
and v ' =  1, as found. The fact that no £2' =  5/2 X 2 As/2 tran­
sition is observed where the 0 -0  transition would be expected, 
roughly 800-1000 cm -1  to the red of these bands, suggests 
that v ' =  1 level belongs to a dark state that gains its intensity 
via mixing with the v ' =  0 level of a bright state. If this is 
true, dispersed fluorescence from these strongly m ixed bands 
could term inate on both the doublet and the quartet m anifolds, 
allowing the electronic structure of OsN to be probed more 
deeply.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Assignment of observed states to configurations 
and terms
With the spectroscopic data described in Sec. I ll in hand, 
it is appropriate to try to identify the observed states with elec­
tronic configurations in the OsN molecule. Toward this end, a 
discussion of the m olecular orbital structure of the m olecule 
is useful. Figure 5 presents a qualitative m olecular orbital di­
agram that is consistent with what was obtained via com plete 
active space self-consistent field calculations in a previous 
study . 16 Ignoring the core-like 1<t orbital, which is primarily
4 a
2n
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!!IG. 5. Qualitative molecular orbital diagram for OsN.
nitrogen 2 s in character, the rem aining orbitals fall into three 
categories: (1 ) strongly bonding com binations of 2p  orbitals 
on nitrogen and 5d  orbitals on osmium, giving rise to the 2cr 
and 17T orbitals; (2 ) nonbonding orbitals consisting prim ar­
ily o f the 5dS orbitals o f osmium (forming the 15 m olecular 
orbital) and the 6 s orbital o f osmium (forming, with some ad­
m ixture of the 5da  and 6pcr osmium orbitals, the 3<t m olecu­
lar orbital); and (3) strongly antibonding com binations of 2p  
orbitals on nitrogen and 5d  orbitals on osmium, giving rise to 
the 2 n  and 4<r antibonding m olecular orbitals.
The ground electronic configuration, 1<t2 2<t2 I t t4 153 
3<t2, places a single hole in the nonbonding 15 set of orbitals, 
leading only to an inverted 2 A term with a 2As/2 ground level. 
If  the hole is instead placed in the nonbonding 3<t orbital, a 
1<t2 2<t2 1 n 4 154 3 a 1, 2 E + state is obtained. This is predicted 
to be the first excited state o f the molecule, calculated to lie 
4465 cm -1  above the average of the Xi 2As/2 and X 2 2A 3/2 
levels.16 The spin-orbit interaction, which is quite significant 
in heavy atoms such as Os, shifts the Xi 2As/2 level to lower 
energies by the am ount -A , where A is approxim ately given 
by f  5</(Os) S3 3045 cm -1 ; thus, th e 2 E + state may be expected 
to lie ~ 7 5 0 0  cm -1  above the Xi 2 As/2 ground level. This pre­
diction, o f course, ignores any inaccuracies in the calculation 
as well as off-diagonal spin-orbit interactions, which are im ­
portant in second order perturbation theory.
The next higher energy configurations arise from the 
ground state by promotion of either a 3<t or 15 nonbonding 
electron to the 2rr antibonding orbital, giving the 1<t2 2 <t2 
1 rr4 153 3 a 1 2jt 1 and 1<t2 2<t2 I t t4 152 3<t2 2irl configura­
tions. The form er configuration leads to the a 4n  and b 4 4> 
states that have been identified by Fourier transform emission 
spectroscopy , 16 along with two 2n  and two 2<t> terms. Both 
2n  a n d 2<5 states are accessible under electric dipole-allowed 
transitions from the X 2 A ground state. Similarly, the 1<t2 2<t2 
1 ir4 152 3<t2 2jt 1 configuration generates one 4n  term, two 
2n  terms, one 2<t> term, and one 2H term. Thus, the prom o­
tion of a nonbonding 15 or 3<t electron to the antibonding 2ir 
orbital will lead to fo u r2 n  term s and th re e 2 terms that may 
be accessed in fully allowed optical transitions. In transitions
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State
lixperim ent T heory11
To (cm  ') r ,  (A) &>L. (cm - 1 ) &>L.xL. (cm  ') To (cm  ') r ,  (A) &>L. (cm 1)
X2A5,2 0.00 1.6180“ 11 47.95“ 5.460“ 0.00 1.627 1146
a 4 n  5/2 8381.75“ 1.6552“ 1045.61 “-b 8445 1.677 1003
b ’ 07/;' 11 147.93“ 1.6679“-c 10 245 1.675 1004
/>4<J>5/2 12127.19“ 1.6591 “ c 10 245 1.675 1004
R 2n 3,2 15 979d 1.706 954 1.8 16 000 1.720 841
C 2 07/2 17 763.50 1.681 977.83 6.53 15 337 1.697 940
D 2n 3/2 18 009 1.687 878 18016 1.703 843
H 2 n 3,2 18104 1.683 995.1 6.9
F  “07/2 21 151.04 1.6920 938.54 14.03 20116 1.704 933
G 2 07/2 22 309.49 1.6968 938.16b
H2n 3/2 23 636.54 1,6665c
“From Ref. 16.
hThis value represents the vibrational interval. AG]/2 . not <■> . 
cThis value represents i'q, not re.
dVibrational numbering is uncertain in the B-X system. This introduces uncertainty into the parameters toe, coexe, re, and especially Tq.
from  the Xi 2 A 5/2 level, transitions to the four 2 r i 3/2 and three 
24>7/2 levels are allowed under electric dipole selection rules.
With these facts in hand, it is no surprise that the ob­
served transitions nearly all term inate on upper states with £1 ' 
=  3/2 or 7/2. In fact, it is likely that the four observed up­
per states with ft' =  3/2 (the B[16.0] 2n 3/2, D [18.0]2n 3/2, 
E [18.1 ] “n 3/?, and H[23.6]  ^FI /^2 states) are the four 2n 3/2 
states expected from  these excitations. It is also likely that the 
three observed upper states w ith £1' =  7/2 (the C[17.8]2<J>7/2, 
F[21.2] 24>7/2, and G[22.3] 2<J>7/2 states) are the three expected 
2<I>7/2 levels. A ll of these states are generated by excitation of 
a nonbonding 18 or 3a  electron to the antibonding 2 k  orbital, 
consistent w ith the increase in  the bond length of 0.05-0.09 
A that is found.
To facilitate a direct com parison to the ab initio calcu­
lation that was previously reported , 16 Table VIII collects all 
of the experimentally know n inform ation about the electronic 
states of OsN, which is com pared to the previous com puta­
tional study. It is difficult to directly com pare the experimental 
excitation energies, Tq, w ith the calculated ones, since the cal­
culation omitted spin-orbit interactions, which are quite sig­
nificant in  this molecule. It is easy to estimate the effects of 
the spin-orbit operator on the ground 2A j/2 level, since this 
contains only a single hole in an orbital that is nearly purely 
5d8 on osmium. Estim ating the spin-orbit effects on the ex­
cited states is much more difficult, however, since there are 
multiple 2n  and 2<I> states that derive from  the 1 a 2 2a 2 1 t t 4 
1<53 3 a 1 2711 and 1er2 2cr2 \ n 4 1<52 3er2 2711 configurations, 
and these are strongly mixed by configuration interaction .16 
Thus, disagreem ents between theory and experim ent in the 
Tq values could be due to spin-orbit effects. As is com monly 
found in ab initio work on transition m etal systems, the calcu­
lated bond lengths of the various states are too long, by 0.014 
A on average. The calculated vibrational frequencies tend to 
be a bit low for the excited electronic states, but the calculated 
coe is in nearly perfect agreem ent w ith the m easured value for 
the ground state.
In addition to these 2n  and 2<I> excited states, we also 
observe one strong band with £1' =  5/2, which mixes with a
nearby dark f t ' =  5/2 state. A fully allowed f t ' =  5/2 X 
2A 5/2 transition can only occur to another 2A 5/2 upper state. 
Thus, there is good evidence of a 2A 5/2 excited state lying 
near 22911.5 cm -1 . Such a term cannot arise from  prom o­
tion of a nonbonding 18 or 3a  electron to the antibonding 
orbital. It could arise from  prom otion of the nonbonding 3a  
electron into the strongly antibonding 4a  orbital, leading to a 
1 a 2 2a 2 ] n 4 \8 3 3crl 4crl configuration, or by prom otion of a 
17r bonding electron into the antibonding 2 k  orbital, leading 
to a 1 a 2 2a 2 1 t t 3 1<53 3er2 2 n 1 configuration. A lthough the 
energy, bond length, and vibrational frequency were not tab­
ulated, the previous com putational study of OsN did report 
that the 2 2 A term  of OsN derives primarily (69%) from  the
1 tt —> 2ic excitation. Thus, we suspect that the strongly al­
lowed f t ' =  5/2 X 2 A $/2 transition near 22911.5 cm -1  is 
the 0-0 band of this 2 2A 5/2 X 2A 5/2 transition. U nfortu­
nately, due to strong coupling to the other f t ' =  5/2 level near 
22934 cm -1 , it is im possible to provide an accurate estimate 
of the bond length of this state.
B. Comparison to related molecules
The isoelectronic 5 d  transition m etal molecules, 
ReO ,22-43"46 OsN , 16 and lrC ,25-47"50 have now all been spec­
troscopically investigated to varying degrees, and have been 
shown to have a 2A 5/2 ground state deriving from  the 1 a 2 
2a 2 1 t t 4 1<53 3er2 configuration. O f these three molecules, 
the manifold of excited states is now best known for OsN. 
A lthough a large num ber of band systems are known for 
ReO ,45 our- understanding of this molecule is ham pered by 
the fact that the f t values of the upper states are mostly 
unknown. A n exception is the [14.0]7/2-X 2 A 5/7 band, which 
has been investigated at 50 M Hz resolution, dem onstrating 
that the upper state has an unpaired electron in the 3er orbital, 
resulting in a large Ferm i contact contribution to the hyper- 
fine splitting .46 For IrC, upper states in the 14000-18  000 
cm -1  range have been reassigned to the a 44>7/2, a 4<J>5/2, and 
b 4n m  states, all arising from  the ler2 2er2 1 t t 4 1<53 3CT1 27T1 
configuration . 16-48 The analogues of these states are known
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in OsN from Fourier transform emission spectroscopy . 16 In 
addition, three excited states of IrC with £2 =  3/2 and one 
with Q =  7/2 have been observed in the 19000-23  000 cm ” 1 
range .47-49-50 These are undoubtedly analogues o f some of 
the 2n 3/2 and 2$ 7/2 states observed in OsN in the present 
study, although it is impossible to draw a precise correlation.
It is also interesting to com pare the 5d, lor2 2 a z I n 4 1<53 
3o-2, X 2 A 5/2 molecules, ReO, OsN, and IrC, to their isova- 
lent 3d  and Ad counterparts. Both M nO  (Ref. 51) and TcO 
(Ref. 52) have l<r2 l a 2 I n 4 1<52 I n 2 3cr1, X 6 E +  ground 
states, while R uN ,53 C 0 C ,54 and RhC 55 all have lor2 2cr2 I t t 4 
IS4 30T1, X 2 E + ground states. Only FeN shares the same 
lor2 2or2 I t t 4 1<53 3or2, X 2As/2 ground state that is found in 
ReO, OsN, and IrC .56 Hyperline splitting m easurem ents in 
CoC, RuN, and RhC show that the 3or orbital is primarily 
com posed o f the transition metal (n + l) ,v  orbital, containing 
89% Co 4,v,54 63% Ru 5,v,57 and 70% Rh 5s character,58 re­
spectively. The double occupancy o f this 3or orbital in the 5d  
molecules, ReO, OsN, and IrC, is favored by the relativistic 
stabilization of the 6 ,v orbital in these heavy atoms. Another 
important factor in the em ergence o f lor2 2or2 I t t 4 1<53 3or2, 
2A 5/2 as the ground state in these 5d  m olecules is the spin- 
orbit interaction, which stabilizes the £2 =  5/2 com ponent of 
this state by - f  sf/(M), which am ounts to -2545 , -3045 , and 
-3617  cm " 1 in Re, Os, and Ir, respectively .40 Typically, the 
m agnitude o f the spin-orbit stabilization is reduced by a fac­
tor o f 3 in the 4d  series, and by a factor o f 7 in the 3d  series,40 
making the spin-orbit stabilization of the 2As/2 level far less 
significant in the 3d  and Ad series.
The 6 E + ground states that are found for M nO and TcO 
are stabilized because the atomic orbitals o f the electroneg­
ative oxygen atom lie far below those o f the metal atom, 
resulting in significant ionic character and reducing the split­
ting o f the metal nd  orbitals. Because the resulting m olecular 
orbitals are little changed from the nc/ orbitals o f the atom, 
they lie close in energy, favoring the high-spin 6£ + term. The 
emergence o f the high-spin 6£ + ground term for highly ionic 
species is also found for the isovalent transition metal fluo­
ride CrF ,59 and is calculated to be the ground term for M oF 
and W F as w ell.60-61 High spin states are often found for tran­
sition metal hydrides for sim ilar reasons: the lack o f orbitals 
o f suitable n  or S symmetry on hydrogen prevents the dn  and 
d<5 orbitals from splitting significantly, making it m ore favor­
able to place electrons in different orbitals with high-spin cou­
pling, resulting in 6£ + terms for CrH ,62 M oH ,63 and W H .64
V. CONCLUSION
The electronic spectrum o f diatomic OsN has been inves­
tigated in the range from 19 200 to 23 900 cm " 1 using reso­
nant two-photon ionization spectroscopy. The study confirms 
the ground state o f OsN to be ‘ As/2, arising from the ler* 2a* 
I t t4 IS3 3or2 electronic configuration. Rotational analysis o f
17 bands has revealed four excited states o f 2 113/2 sym m e­
try and three excited states o f 2$ 7/2 symmetry, as expected to 
arise from the lor2 2or2 l 7r 4 IS3 3or1 2 n i and lor2 2or2 I t t 4 
182 3or2 2k  1 excited configurations. In addition, one state o f
2 A 5/2 symmetry, likely originating from the lor2 2or2 I t t 3 1<53 
3or2 2 ic1 configuration, has also been found. Spectroscopic
constants have been reported and the OsN m olecule has been 
com pared to related species.
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